Mock test for cat pdf

CAT mock test is very important for exam prepartion. Candidates preparing for CAT 2022 must keep in mind that they need to practice about 30-40 mock tests during the preparation phase and of different difficulty levels. The official CAT mock test 2022 will be released by IIMCAT in October. Candidates will be able to take the mock test for CAT
2022 on the exam website anytime and for any number of attempts by using their login credentials. Unofficial CAT mock tests are available on the internet at different platforms. CAT Mock Test is an important aspect of exam preparation especially in the last few days before the exam. In fact, CAT preparation is incomplete without adequate practice
of the mock tests. The CAT mock test not only helps a candidate in understanding the CAT exam pattern and marking scheme, but also help him/her understand the structure of CAT question paper. Not only that, the CAT mock test helps in mastering all the topics included in the syllabus and improve speed and accuracy in solving the questions within
a fixed time duration. Read all about CAT mock test 2022 including process to access the test link and benefits of practising it below. Table of Contents Given below are the key features of online mock test for CAT exam for reference: CAT Exam Mock Test 2022 Duration of exam 120 minutes 40 minutes per section Number of questions 66 Total
marks 198 Language of question paper English Number of answer choices 4 Question type MCQ and non-MCQ Onscreen timer Yes Status of answers Answered Not Answered Not Visited Marked for Review Also Read: CAT 2022 - Conducting IIM, syllabus, pattern Importance of CAT Mock Test 2022 Only covering the exam syllabus will not help in
scoring well in CAT 2022. To be able to give one's best on the exam day, one needs to have prior experience of it. Mock tests provide the real time experience of CAT exam, which enables the candidate to handle it with ease and confidence. Experts suggest that aspirants must solve at least 35 to 40 full-length online mock tests for CAT and 10 to 12
sectional mock tests during CAT preparation. 5 Key Reasons to Practice Mock Test for CAT Listed below are five top reasons to practice CAT mock test 2022: Practising CAT exam mock tests help candidates to assess their problem areas. They can improve upon them by applying a new strategy. CAT exam has sectional time-limit for each section. By
practising mock test for CAT, candidates can learn to time themselves in such a way that they can complete solving the desired number of questions in each section within the given time-limit. The most important aim of CAT mock tests is to help candidates learn and improve the accuracy of applying formula to a problem Practising mock tests and
sample papers help candidates in finding out shortcuts and tricks to solve questions faster. It also strengthens the capacity of mental calculation in the candidate. CAT is a two-hour long online entrance exam without break. With the help of full-length CAT mock tests of same duration, candidates can develop mental and physical stamina to last 180
minutes without giving up. IIMCAT, the CAT conducting body, releases official mock test for candidates to practice and familiarise themselves with the actual CAT exam. The CAT mock test is released on the official website after the CAT registration process is over. Candidates can attempt the official CAT mock test online by using their login ID.
Candidates need to sign in and agree to the terms and conditions to be able to access the CAT mock test 2022. Refer to the details about CAT mock test: Steps to Take Official CAT Mock Test 2022 Follow the below-mentioned steps to take the official CAT exam 2022 mock test online: Visit the official website of CAT 2022 Look for CAT mock test tab
and click on it The candidate will be directed to a login page Click on 'Sign In' Click on 'Next' Check the box for ' I agree to the terms and conditions' Click on 'I am ready to begin' CAT Mock Test Link: Mock Test Link - For PwD Candidates (Blindness and Low Vision) Mock Test Link - For Other PwD Candidates Once the candidate has logged in, they
will see on-screen, important instructions related to the CAT mock test. The candidate must read them thoroughly and then start the test. The first section of mock test for CAT will be VARC. There will be an onscreen calculator, timer and colour-scheme table to indicate status of the questions. Snapshot below: Complete the VARC section within the
given time-limit and move to the next section – DILR. The third and last section will be Quantitative Aptitude in the online CAT 2022 mock test. Before moving to a next section, you can review your answers selected in the correct section and make changes if required. Once the time is up or you've moved to another section, the previous section will be
auto-locked. After the total time-limit is over, the total marks scored will be displayed along with the number of correct and incorrect responses. CAT Mock Test by Shiksha Shiksha has created online CAT mock tests for aspirants to practice and familiarise themselves with the actual CAT exam environment. Given below are the steps to use this mock
test: Click on 'Free CAT Mock Test' Enter your name and contact details for free registration Once registered, you will be able to see the mock test for CAT The questions are given in MCQ format with four options as answers Choose the right answer and move to the next question At the end of the test, click on 'Submit' Your score will be displayed
Take CAT Mock Test by Shiksha Try this CAT Mock Test, Powered by IMS, to assess your preparation level and time-management skill. Free CAT Mock Test 1 Try second CAT Mock Test, Powered by IMS, to assess your preparation level and time-management skill. Free CAT Mock Test 2 Also Read: Read More: Q: What is the benefit of online CAT
mock test? A: Practicing CAT mock test is beneficial for improving speed and accuracy in solving the question paper. It also helps the candidates in identify gaps in their preparation and work upon them. Q: Where can I get official CAT mock test? A: The official CAT mock test will be released after the registration process is over. The official mock test
for CAT 2022 can be accessed on the official website from October onwards. Q: How many CAT exam mock tests should one practice to score well in the exam? A: Experts recommend that aspirants must practice at least 35-40 CAT mock tests to score well in the exam. However, candidates must decide the number depending on their control and
confidence on topics as the exam comes closer. Q: From when should I start solving online mock tests for CAT 2022 exam? A: Candidates should start solving mock tests after completing the CAT syllabus. September is the ideal month to start solving CAT mock tests. There will be ample time for them to practice mock tests, work on their weak areas
and do revision. Q: How many online mock tests for CAT 2022 should I attempt in a day? A: Th aspirants should solve only one CAT mock test in a day. After each mock test, they should analyse their performance and identify the gaps to fill. This process is helpful in gaining control over tougher topics of CAT syllabus. Q: What is the benefit of solving
sectional-CAT mock tests? A: Sectional mock tests for CAT help candidates in timing themselves accurately for each of the three sections of CAT. There is sectional time-limit in CAT, which means every section of CAT is allotted a certain duration. The moment that duration is over, the computer screen moves to the next section. If the candidate hasn't
completed the section and saved answers, the entries will be lost. This is why, sectional mock tests for CAT exam are important. They help in mastering the art of time-management. Q: Can I access official CAT mock test, without registering for the exam? A: The official CAT mock test will be accessible to only those candidates who will register for the
exam. Candidates who do not register for the exam can practice free CAT mock tests and offline question banks by Shiksha. Q: Will there be sectional time-limit in the CAT mock test too? A: Yes, the mock tests will have sectional time-limit just like the actual CAT exam. A CAT mock test is the replica of the actual CAT exam, so that the candidate is
well acquainted with the exam structure and test flow. Q: Do coaching institutes provide online mock tests for CAT preparation? A: Yes, MBA coaching institutes provide online mock tests to their students. There are also mock test series available online for purchase. Aspirants can practice free CAT mock tests by Shiksha too, link to which is available
on this blog. Q: How do I analyse my performance after solving CAT mock test? A: After attempting each CAT mock test, check how many questions you could solve accurately in the given time, questions on which topics took more than one minute to solve, how much time it took to read RC passages and which were the questions they could not
attempt. Q: How many CAT mock tests should I practise for scoring 99+ percentile? A: It is up to the capability of each candidate to decide how many candidates should they solve to score 99+ percentile. Some experts say 30-40 mock tests should be solved, while some say 50. However, one should keep in mind that, they need to keep practicing until
they start scoring 99 percentile in mocks. When they start scoring 99 percentile in the mocks consistently, they can increase the score to 99+ in the final CAT exam. CAT Percentile predictor prepared by Shiksha.com helps students to get their predicted CAT percentile on the basis of their expected exam score. So, predict your CAT 2021 score by
clicking the link below: CAT Percentile Predictor Check CAT cut offs and predict calls from IIMs and Non-IIMs accepting CAT score for admission. Check Fees, Placement Reviews, Admission, Shortlist Criteria and Eligibility of all CAT participating colleges by clicking the link below: Predict CAT Admission Calls
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